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Ka-band GaN-based SSPA for FLEXible payloads and multicarrier operation for 5G satellite
FLEXGAN main technologies

Motivation
5G demand requires the deployment of very High
Throughput Satellites (vHTS) implying a growth opportunity for GEO satellites. vHTS offer high capacity,
large number of users and communication volumes,
with lower cost per GBPS, increasing the flexibility
since the satellite capacity is allocated where it is
needed. Future vHTS satellites will make use of Ka/Q/
V gateways where the forward payload link will operate in K-band.
Although traditionally the demand for power at high
frequencies has been met using Travelling Wave
Tube Amplifiers (TWTAs) the technological advancements such as linearization, miniaturisation, and the
use of different materials such as Gallium Nitride
(GaN), have leveled the playing field for Solid State
Power Amplifiers (SSPAs). GaN SSPAs employ more
units with less power leading to a better agility, less
redundancy, generic and reconfigurable payloads.
High efficiency GaN SSPAs can replace TWTAs in
high power and high frequency payload applications if
technology at MMIC level is able to provide the required RF power in Ka band with the efficiency that
the system needs. Furthermore, in space applications
the size and weight are also limited resources which
directly affect the satellite launch cost.
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Main technology innovations that FLEXGAN brings
are:
• Bring known terrestrial technologies to space.
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FLEXGAN will develop a high power GaN based
SSPA with the design challenge of the efficient combination of several GaN devices at Ka-band whereas
the size, weight and power consumption are kept as
low as possible.

•
•

maximising the power added efficiency to compensate the downlink fading losses (Power flexibility).
SSPA able to transmit in multicarrier mode w/o
memory effect.
Implementation of highly innovative linearization
techniques.
Use of lightweight composite structures to
decrease the weight of the overall SSPA.
Design, develop and test of a Ka-band HPA Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit (MMIC)
based on D01GH technology from OMMIC to
have a 100 % European SSPA.
Implementation of High-efficiency combination
technique.
Design of an Electronic Power Conditioner based
on GaN DC-DC.

FLEXGAN GaN SSPA TRL5
Scope

Design, develop, integrate and verify for space environment a SSPA EM based on European GaN technology (D01GH from OMMIC)

Number of units

One EM based on non-EU technology + One upgraded TRL5 SSPA based on the designed & produced MMIC + At least 50 MMICs

GaN SSPA composed by

GaN RF power modules (complete HPA module)+ Power Supply (PSU)+ Control Module (CM)

Target application

SSPA for Ka-band satellites
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17.3-20.2 GHz
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Mass/ Volume

Lower mass/less volume than current TWTA (target <2 Kg)
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Testing

-

SSPA tested through different verification methods (electrical, EMC/ESD, mechanical. Thermal/vacuum)
Follow ECSS standards (e.g. de-rating, outgassing, multipaction, etc.)

CONCEPT SUITABLE FOR
HIGH POWERS SSPAS

Method

-

Follow product assurance recommendations (e.g. ECSS)
Full supply chain (100% European)
Clear SMEs (TTI, OMMIC) opportunity market

